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NEW QUESTION: 1
The user HR receives the following error while inserting data
into the TTK table:
ERROR at line 1:
ORA-01653: unable to extend table HR.TTK by 128 in tablespace
SMD
Upon investigation, you find that SMD is a small file
tablespace.
Which three action would allow the user to insert data? (Choose
three.)
A. Add a data file to the SMD tablespace.
B. Add a data file to the temporary tablespace associated with
the user HR.
C. Alter the data file associated with the SMD tablespace to
grow automatically.
D. Resize the data file associated with the SMD tablespace to
make it larger.
E. Change the segment space management for the SMD tablespace
to automatic.
Answer: A,C,D
Explanation:

The Oracle docs note this on the ora-01653 error:
ORA-01653: unable to extend table string.string by string in
tablespace string Cause: Failed to allocate an extent of the
required number of blocks for a table segment in the tablespace
indicated.
Action: Use ALTER TABLESPACE ADD DATAFILE statement to add one
or more files to the tablespace indicated.
Oracle MOSC Documents offer great resources on resolving
ORA-01653, namely the nature of the problem as it relates to
space availability:
-----------This error does not necessarily indicate whether or not you
have enough space in the tablespace, it merely indicates that
Oracle could not find a large enough area of free contiguous
space in which to fit the next extent.
Diagnostic Steps:
----------------1. In order to see the free space available for a particular
tablespace, you must use the view DBA_FREE_SPACE. Within this
view, each record represents one fragment of space.
How the view DBA_FREE_SPACE can be used to determine the space
available in the database is described in Note 121259.1 Using
DBA_FREE_SPACE Furthermore, MOSC offers these choices in
resolving ORA-01653 (as quoted below):
Manually COALESCE Adjacent Free Extents
Add a DATAFILE
Resize DATAFILE
Enable AUTOEXTEND
Defragment tablespace
View temporary segments for space
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NEW QUESTION: 3
Switch Center has two main functions: registration and firewall
traversal.
A. FALSE
B. TRUE
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 4
Click the Exhibit button.
[edit] [edit]
[email&#160;protected]# show protocols [email&#160;protected]#
show protocols
ospf3 { ospf3 {
area 0.0.0.0 { area 0.0.0.0 {
interface 1o0.0; interface 1o0.0;
interface ge-1/0/6.0; interface ge-1/0/7.0;
}
}
lo0 = 172.16.100.1/32 [edit]
fc00:1000::1/128 [email&#160;protected]# show protocols
ospf3 {
area 0.0.0.0 {
interface 1o0.0;
interface ge-1/1/7.0;
interface ge-1/1/6.0;
}

}
You must ensure that r1's IPv4 loopback address exists in r3's
inet 0 routing table.
Referring to the exhibit, which statement is true?
A. A policy can be configured on r1 to redistribute
172.16.100.1/32 into OSPFv3, which would cause r3 to eventually
learn the route and place it into inet 0.
B. A RIB group can be configured on r3 to copy that route into
inet 0 because
172.16.100.1/32 exists in r3's inet6.0 table.
C. An IPv4 unicast realm can be enabled on each router.
D. A policy can be configured on r1 to redistribute
172.16.100.1/32 into OSPFv2, which would cause r3 to eventually
learn the route and place it into inet 0.
Answer: C
Explanation:
By default, OSPFv3 supports ONLY unicast IPv6 routes. One would
have to configure OSPFv3 to support multiple address families
including IPv4 unicast, etc. JUNOS OS maps each address family
to a separate realm. You configure each realm independently. To
support an address family other than unicast IPv6, you
configure a realm that allows OSPFv3 to advertise IPv4 unicast.
References:
http://www.juniper.net/techpubs/en_US/junos14.1/topics/topic-ma
p/ospfv3-multiple- address-families.html
https://kb.juniper.net/InfoCenter/index?page=content&amp;id=kb1
6133&amp;actp=search
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